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ABSTRACT

Three engineering samples of the MCTCXO were assembled using C-SOS MOS devices from the fourth manufacturing lot. Overall oscillator loop gain was found to be marginal at high temperature and it was determined that a change in the oscillator feedback ratio would correct the problem.

The custom cases and covers were received and evaluated. Although they were found to be satisfactory, improvements were suggested to add a margin of safety in production.
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PURPOSE

The purpose of the work performed during the Fifth Quarter reporting period of 1 March 1973 to 31 May 1973 was to evaluate the first group of hybrid circuits utilizing integrated circuits from the fourth lot, to determine what changes were necessary and then to implement the changes.
DISCUSSION

As reported in the Fourth Quarterly Report, the C-SOS MOS devices from the fourth manufactured lot gave results very close to specification. The power consumption at 3.0 MHz was 15% over specification and at 10.0 MHz it was 12% better than specification. With this success, the supplier was asked to tighten the limits on threshold voltage slightly, add a limit on static current, and then test enough fourth lot chips to complete the engineering samples and first article units. A quantity of nine hybrid substrates utilizing these chips was received. Initial evaluation of the first three pieces indicated that the overall oscillator loop gain is marginal at the high end of the temperature range. This can be corrected by changing the value of one of the capacitors, shown in the schematic in Figure 1 as Capacitor C4. Fortunately, it is readily accessible and the change can be done in our facilities.

Samples of the custom case and cover were received in May and forwarded to our vendor for the coldwelding die for comment. Comments were received regarding the suitability of the case parts for reliable production sealing. We were advised that the flange clearance between the two case halves be tightened from a reference dimension to .002/.004 inch and that the corner radius of the upper half be reduced from a reference dimension to .080/.090 inch. These changes are not deemed mandatory, but are being made to add a margin of safety in production. Drawings 290-0625-0, Rev. B and 340-0988, Rev. A show the final results as Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

Photographs of one of the MCTCXO's are shown as Figures 4 through 7.
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CONCLUSIONS

Three units were assembled using hybrid circuits which contain C-SOS MOS devices from the first lot. Marginal operation at the high end of the temperature range was observed, which is expected to be corrected by changing the oscillator feedback ratio. The custom case and cover were received and forwarded to the vendor of the coldweld die for his comments.

PROGRAM FOR NEXT INTERVAL

Work will continue to be directed towards completing five engineering samples of each frequency.

A data package consisting of test data, drawings, a definitive specification per MIL-S-83490, and a production layout are to accompany the engineering samples.
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Three engineering samples of the MCTCXO were assembled using C-SOS MOS devices from the fourth manufacturing lot. Overall oscillator loop gain was found to be marginal at high temperature and it was determined that a change in the oscillator feedback ratio would correct the problem.

The custom cases and covers were received and evaluated. Although they were found to be satisfactory, improvements were suggested to add a margin of safety in production.
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